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Introduction
Romeo
The Street Wakens
Morning Dance
The Quarrel
The Fight
The Duke’s Command
Interlude
At the Capulets’
(Preparations for the Ball)
The Young Juliet
Arrival of the Guests: Minuet
Masks
Dance of the Knights
(Montagues and Capulets)
Juliet’s Variation
Mercutio
Madrigal
Tybalt Recognizes Romeo
Gavotte: Departure of the Guests
Balcony Scene
Romeo’s Variation
Love Dance

Folk Dance
Romeo and Mercutio
Dance of the Five Couples
Dance with Mandolins
Nurse
The Nurse and Romeo
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Romeo at Friar Laurence’s
Juliet at Friar Laurence’s
Public Merrymaking
Further Public Festivities
Meeting of Tybalt and Mercutio
The Duel
Death of Mercutio
Romero Decides to Avenge Mercutio
Finale
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Introduction
Romeo and Juliet (Juliet’s Bedroom)
Romeo Bids Juliet Farewell
Nurse
Juliet Refuses to Marry Paris
Juliet Alone
Interlude
At Friar Laurence’s Cell
Interlude
Juliet’s Room
Juliet Alone
Aubade (Morning Serenade)
Dance of the Girls with Lilies
At Juliet’s Bedside
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Juliet’s Funeral
Juliet’s Death

Sergey Prokofiev (1891–1953)
Romeo and Juliet
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It is a measure of the achievement of Prokofiev’s most
well-loved stage work that today we take for granted the
concept of a narrative full-length ballet, in which every
dance and action advances its story. Indeed, we are now
so familiar with this masterpiece that it is easy to overlook
how audacious was the concept of translating so verbal a
drama as Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet into a fulllength ballet.
We largely owe its existence to Sergey Radlov, a
disciple of the revolutionary theatre director Vsevolod
Meyerhold. Radlov was a well-respected stage director in
his own right, particularly renowned in the early 1930s for
staging Shakespeare’s plays. A friend of Prokofiev from
before the Revolution, he was aware of the composer’s
ballets written in Paris for Diaghilev’s company, including
The Prodigal Son. Composed in 1929, that ballet had not
only unveiled Prokofiev’s newly forged lyrical style, which
the composer himself called a ‘new simplicity’, but had
simultaneously revealed a hitherto unsuspected depth of
emotion in his music.
Perhaps more important was Prokofiev’s experience
as an opera composer. Radlov was especially familiar with
this side of Prokofiev’s creativity, having directed a highly
successful production of The Love for Three Oranges (in
1926, then revived in 1927), and subsequently attempted
with Meyerhold (though the project ultimately ran aground)
to stage Prokofiev’s ‘realist’ opera The Gambler – a work
Meyerhold had predicted would ‘overturn the entire art of
opera’. Prokofiev had not only demonstrated in his operas
an ability to delineate character, but also – most notably in
The Fiery Angel – had made sophisticated use of
symphonic development to transform themes associated
with specific individuals, reflecting their psychological or
emotional development as the drama unfolded. Such
qualities gave Radlov faith that Prokofiev was a composer
capable of achieving the psychological ‘truth’ he needed for
a new kind of narrative ballet.
In the early 1930s Radlov had played a formative role
in establishing the new genre of Drambalet (‘dramatic

ballet’). Rejecting the supposedly empty-headed
confections of Marius Petipa (legendary choreographer of
Tchaikovsky’s ballets), Radlov and his choreographers
aimed to create ballets with realistic narratives and of
psychological depth, meanwhile teaching dancers how to
convey the thoughts and motivations of the characters
they portrayed. As artistic director of the Leningrad State
Academic Theatre of Opera and Ballet (formerly the
Imperial Mariinsky Theatre, but now widely known by the
abbreviation Akopera), Radlov directed two early
drambalets with music composed by a long-standing
colleague of Prokofiev’s, Boris Asafiev: The Flames of
Paris (1932), for which Prokofiev, then living in Paris, had
researched old French tunes; and the Pushkin-based The
Fountain of Bakhchisarai (1934). For the latter, the
choreographer Rostislav Zakharov, a former student of
Radlov’s, had insisted that his dancers should learn
Stanislavsky’s method as well as study Pushkin’s original
poem. Preparing the ballet’s lead female role, Maria,
proved a profoundly formative experience for Galina
Ulanova, the ballerina who later created the role of Juliet:
‘I can say without exaggeration that after The Fountain of
Bakhchisarai I had to revise all my former roles. And
having enacted, after Maria, the role of Juliet in
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, I stopped dancing
altogether in such conventional ballets as Raymonda and
The Sleeping Beauty.’
It seems it was the writer Adrian Piotrovsky, recruited
by Radlov to help create the ballet’s scenario, who first
suggested Romeo and Juliet to Prokofiev as a possible
subject, alongside two other classic love stories –
Maeterlinck’s Pelléas et Mélisande and the medieval tale of
Tristan and Isolde. Prokofiev jumped at Romeo and Juliet
(though, perhaps recalling Piotrovsky’s other suggestions,
his ballet score alludes to Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde
during the Balcony Scene – see synopsis below).
Radlov, Piotrovsky and Prokofiev drafted the ballet’s
scenario in the course of 1934. In the meantime, however,
Radlov resigned from his post at Akopera, complaining of

the theatre’s ‘atmosphere of overt and shameless
persecution that has been created for me’. By the following
year he was encouraging Prokofiev to respond to
overtures from Moscow: the Bolshoi Theatre’s new
director, Vladimir Mutnykh, was keen to replace that
venue’s mostly 19th-century repertoire with new Soviet
works. With the understanding that Radlov and Piotrovsky
would remain in the project, Prokofiev secured a contract
for the ballet’s production at the Bolshoi during the 1935–
36 season. After fine-tuning the scenario with Zakharov
(soon to become the Bolshoi ballet’s new artistic director),
Prokofiev spent the summer of 1935 composing Romeo
and Juliet in Polenovo, a rural ‘rest home’ reserved for
Bolshoi artists overlooking the Oka River some 135
kilometres south of Moscow. In a remarkable burst of
creativity, he completed the entire piano score by 8
September. The following month, he auditioned the work
to the Bolshoi committee. Yet even before a second
rendition of the piano score in front of an audience of
critics and musicians, held in January at the editorial office
of Soviet Art, Prokofiev was asking Radlov whether he was
reconsidering the ballet’s contentious ‘happy ending’.
In the original scenario, Shakespeare’s tragic ending
had been changed in line with orthodox Soviet aesthetics
which, among other things, demanded that audiences
should be uplifted. The lovers’ suicide was therefore
prevented by the last-minute intervention of Friar Laurence,
who then presents the young couple to their respective
families to bring concord between the two warring houses
(in line with the Soviet idea that youth would lead society to
a better and happier state). This, however, was not to
reckon with the rising reverence for Shakespeare among
Soviet aficionados, who objected to such tampering.
Before any final decision could be made, matters were
again thrown into turmoil when on 28 January 1936 Pravda
published the notorious editorial ‘Muddle instead of Music’,
which explicitly attacked Shostakovich’s opera Lady
Macbeth of the Mtsensk District, as staged at the Bolshoi.
Subsequently, Mutnykh and the entire administration of the
Bolshoi was liquidated (Mutnykh was ultimately arrested
and shot in 1937, as was Piotrovsky), and Prokofiev’s ballet
was soon dropped from the Bolshoi’s schedule. To at least

get some of the music performed, Prokofiev compiled two
orchestral suites of Romeo and Juliet in 1936. The ballet
eventually received its first staging, in truncated form
though including a newly composed tragic ending, in Brno,
Czechoslovakia, on 30 December 1938.
Even while orchestrating Romeo and Juliet, a
process he started immediately after completing the
original piano score, Prokofiev evidently decided to drop
the controversial ‘happy ending’: the last eight bars of No.
51 in the piano score are crossed out, and he wrote on
that page: ‘from here go to the new No. 52, the death of
Juliet’. Quite when he composed the ‘new’ ending is not
clear, but significantly neither of the two suites by which
he hoped to promote his ballet after the thwarted Moscow
premiere includes any of the music from the original
‘happy ending’. Nor did Prokofiev prepare any of the
pages of the ‘happy ending’ for his assistant, Pavel
Lamm, to write out their orchestration. In any event,
Prokofiev had clearly composed the tragic ending, in line
with Shakespeare, in time for the 1938 Brno staging, well
before the ballet’s final round of revisions written for its
first full production in Leningrad on 11 January 1940.
In the summer of 1938, even as preparations were
underway for the Brno staging, negotiations started for a
production by the Kirov, involving the rising young
choreographer Leonid Lavrovsky (1905–1967). Prokofiev’s
stormy relationship with Lavrovsky while working on
Romeo and Juliet is reflected in his defiant response to
the choreographer’s request that he should make
changes and also compose more music: ‘I have written as
much music as is necessary and I am not going to do
anything else. The piece is finished. It is ready. You may
produce it or not as you will.’ (That ‘ready’ version, as
described in the scenario Prokofiev submitted to
Lavrovsky in 1938, included the revised tragic ending.)
Lavrovsky went ahead anyway and choreographed a
Morning Dance (No. 4), using the scherzo from Prokofiev’s
Piano Sonata No. 2. When Prokofiev protested, saying he
would not orchestrate the dance, Lavrovsky threatened to
simply have it played on two pianos – ‘that will be very
awkward for you’. Several days later, Prokofiev relented
and recomposed the dance, following the form of the

sonata’s scherzo while entirely refashioning the music to
fit Lavrovsky’s choreography.
Other additions made at Lavrovsky’s insistence
included Juliet’s Variation in the Masquerade Scene $; a
further variation for Romeo mid-way through the Balcony
Scene (( – compare this with the penultimate number in
Suite No. 1); and the Dance with Mandolins ∞. Elsewhere
cuts were made, such as 25 bars from £ Romeo and
Mercutio. Prokofiev protested most of these changes, yet
the end result follows the original play with remarkable
fidelity, allowing for some notable changes of detail or in the
sequence of scenes necessitated by the translation from
spoken play to the non-verbal medium of ballet. Some of
these changes are noted in the following synopsis of the
ballet, together with some observations about the music.

Synopsis
CD 1
Act I
(1 – Introduction) In line with the ballet’s original plot,
there is no premonition here of tragedy, but instead a
paradigm of Romeo and Juliet’s love: first an impassioned
theme (presumably Romeo’s) followed by a lighter, more
playful theme (Juliet’s).
Scene 1: In the Street
In Verona, Romeo, a young Montague, is with his
friends Mercutio and Benvolio; he is wistful as he has just
been spurned by Rosaline. 3 Various servants gather…
4 Servants of the Capulets dance with tavern servants.
Capulet servants get into an argument with Montague
servants 5 and fight 6. The brawl is brought to a halt by
the appearance of Prince Escalus and his entourage. 7
The Prince orders the two houses to end their violence on
pain of death (the order symbolised initially with a build-up
of dissonance by the brass, giving way to serene concord
played softly by muted strings; then a build-up of
overpowering consonance by the brass, removed to
2

reveal strings playing a soft, exquisite discord). Then
follows 8 a pompous procession of the Prince’s retinue.
This leads straight to –
Scene 2: At the Capulets’
(9 – Preparations for the Ball) The original scenario simply
named this dance Servants: Prokofiev possibly intended
this for Romeo and Benvolio’s encounter with the simple
servant – as per Shakespeare – from whose written
message they learn of the masquerade to be held at the
Capulets’. (0 – The Young Juliet) Young and excitable at
first, the 13-year-old heroine soon shows signs of budding
emotional maturity (a calmer instrumental interlude
initiated by flute). (! – Arrival of the Guests: Minuet) A
grandiose dance for full orchestra and corps de ballet; an
interlude with suave-sounding cornet represents Lord
Capulet himself. (@ – Masks) Romeo and his friends arrive
in disguise to gatecrash the ball. We hear Romeo’s wistful
‘Rosaline’ theme for the last time. ( # – Dance of the
Knights) A belligerent dance originally composed in 1930
for The Fiery Angel. The suave cornet theme depicts the
host, then the stomping dance resumes. Juliet,
accompanied by her intended fiancé, Paris, then dances
the same measure, the music transformed into something
haunting and wistful. ($ – Juliet’s Variation) Juliet seems
to briefly blossom – and clearly catches Romeo’s attention
– before she shyly and skittishly retires. (% – Mercutio) A
character dance for the wry joker among Romeo’s friends.
^ In Shakespeare’s play, Romeo and Juliet at their first
encounter improvise a sonnet; Prokofiev uses a near
musical equivalent – the madrigal – to suggest their
physical longing in the guise of decorous courtliness. &
Juliet’s cousin, Tybalt, recognises Romeo, but his furious
desire to kill him is thwarted by Lord Capulet. ( * –
Gavotte: Departure of the Guests) Here Prokofiev makes
use of the Gavotte from his Classical Symphony, with
additional wry twists to its courtly style. ((–¡ – Balcony
Scene) At Lavrovsky’s insistence, Romeo was given a
heroic solo after his entrance. When Prokofiev’s original
music resumes, the strings include a poignant echo of
Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde.

Act II
Scene 1: The Market Place
A festival is in progress. £ Romeo, daydreaming of
Juliet, is teased by Mercutio. The playful Dance of the
Five Couples ¢ is interrupted by the appearance of a
brass band. Dancing continues ∞ accompanied by a
mandolin band. § Juliet’s nurse appears, seeking Romeo.
She gives him Juliet’s ring ¶; Romeo, excited, runs out.

Count is to be her husband. Paris presents a bouquet of
flowers. Juliet refuses to marry him, whereupon her father
tells her she must obey or be disowned. % Left alone, she
decides to go to Friar Laurence.
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Scene 2: Friar Laurence’s Cell
After an Interlude ^, we see Juliet in the Friar’s cell &. He
reluctantly gives her a potion that will make her appear to
die for two days, allowing her to avoid marriage with Paris
and to elope with Romeo. (* – Interlude).

CD 2
Scene 3: Juliet’s bedroom
Scene 2: Friar Laurence’s Cell
On returning home, Juliet agrees to marry Paris, and
dances with him. She sends everyone away and dances
with the potion ), drinks, and falls asleep. ¡ The sound of
mandolins is heard and Paris, with his followers, arrives
with presents for his bride, accompanied ™ by girls with
lilies. £ Juliet shows no sign of waking and, after attempts
by her nurse and her mother to rouse her, the assembled
company believe her dead.

(

Romeo and Friar Laurence are eventually joined 2 by
Juliet, dressed in virginal white; Friar Laurence marries them.

1

Scene 3: The Market Place
3–4 The street festivities continue until Tybalt 5 suddenly
arrives, glaring in fury at Mercutio. Romeo tries to make
peace between them, but Tybalt throws down his glove.
Romeo refuses the challenge. Mercutio attacks Tybalt. 6
To Romeo’s despair the two fight and Mercutio is mortally
wounded. 7 Mercutio, joking to the end, eventually dies.
8 Romeo seeks revenge and fights Tybalt, killing him.
The Capulets mourn (9 , a splendidly baleful essay in
Italian banda funeral music) and swear revenge.

Act III
Scene 1: Juliet’s bedroom
The introduction reminds us of the Prince’s command –
a sentence now hanging over Romeo’s head. ! We now
see the two lovers in bed – it is early dawn. @ They bid
each other farewell and Romeo leaves. # The nurse
enters and warns Juliet of the imminent arrival of her
parents with Paris. They now enter $, telling her that the
0

Act IV
Epilogue: The Tomb
¢ Romeo, who has heard the news of Juliet’s ‘death’ from
Benvolio rather than the Friar, witnesses her funeral
cortège. Juliet is placed in the Capulet family crypt. In
despair, Romeo takes poison. ∞ Juliet then awakes to
find Romeo dead. She stabs herself and eventually dies,
embracing her lover’s corpse.

Daniel Jaffé

Underwriting for this recording has been provided,
in part, by Sandra Levi Gerstung.

For over a century, the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra (BSO) has been recognised as one of America’s leading
orchestras and one of Maryland’s most significant cultural institutions. Under the direction of music director Marin
Alsop, the orchestra is internationally renowned and locally admired for its innovation, performances, recordings and
educational outreach initiatives including OrchKids. Launched by Marin Alsop and the BSO in 2008, OrchKids provides
children with educational resources and fosters social change through the power of music in some of Baltimore’s most
underserved communities. The Baltimore Symphony Orchestra performs annually for more than 350,000 people
throughout the State of Maryland. Since 1982, the BSO has performed at the Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall in
Baltimore. In 2005, with the opening of The Music Center at Strathmore in North Bethesda, MD, the BSO became the
nation’s first orchestra with year-round venues in two metropolitan areas. More information about the BSO can be found
at BSOmusic.org.

Marin Alsop
Marin Alsop is an inspiring and powerful voice in
the international music scene who passionately
believes that “music has the power to change
lives.” She is recognised across the world for her
innovative programming and for her deep
commitment to education and the development of
audiences of all ages. Her success as music
director of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra has
been recognised by the extension of her tenure
until 2021. After her appointment in 2007, Alsop
launched OrchKids, which provides music
education and instruments to Baltimore’s
underserved youth. She became music director of
the São Paulo Symphony Orchestra in 2012 and
made history in 2013 as the first female conductor
of the BBC’s Last Night of the Proms, which she
returned to conduct in 2015. Alsop conducts the
world’s major orchestras including the Leipzig
Gewandhaus Orchestra, the Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra and the London Philharmonic Orchestra.
As a student of Leonard Bernstein, Alsop is central
to his 100th anniversary celebrations, conducting
Bernstein’s Mass at the Ravinia Festival, where
she serves as musical curator for 2018 and 2019.
She recently concluded a 25-year tenure as music
director of the Cabrillo Festival of Contemporary Music in California. Alsop is the only conductor to receive the MacArthur
Fellowship and was recently appointed director of graduate conducting at the Peabody Institute. She attended The
Juilliard School and Yale University, which awarded her an Honorary Doctorate in 2017.
www.marinalsop.com
Photo: Adriane White

Based on Shakespeare’s most famous romantic play, Prokofiev’s realisation of Romeo and Juliet
as a full-length narrative ballet was audacious in its day. It was written during a period of
artistic turmoil under a Soviet regime in which arguments raged over such fundamental aspects
as the choice between a happy or a tragic ending. Famous movements such as the Dance of the
Knights have helped maintain Romeo and Juliet as Prokofiev’s best-loved stage work. Marin
Alsop’s acclaimed cycle of Prokofiev’s Symphonies has been described as ‘an outstanding
achievement’ by BBC Music Magazine.
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